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Abstract: In the context of cognitive radio the cooperative spectrum sensing has been proposed to overcome the problem
associated with the local sensing for example the hidden node problem due to noise uncertainty, fading, and shadowing.
However, sensing results reporting requires perfect channel to avoid the performance degradation. It also requires a large
bandwidth under the hypothesis of large number of cognitive user. This paper presents a hard decision auto-correction reporting scheme that able to correct the error in the reported bit directly. This system further minimizes the average number
of the reporting bits by allowing only the user with detection information (binary decision 1) to report its result. The sensing performance is investigated and the numerical result shows significant decrease in reporting bits without affecting the
sensing performance.

INTRODUCTION
Spectrum sensing is a base aspect of cognitive radio to
insure no interference for the primary (licensed user), however the spectrum sensing can be done locally in the node,
where it will be susceptible to shadowing and fading that
could cause a hidden node problem and will degrade the
sensing performance. The cooperative sensing is proposed
[1] to overcome the problems associated with the local sensing, different cooperative method is discussed that exploit
the multiuser diversity in sensing process [2, 3]. Different
protocols can be employed in order to report the local sensing result to other secondary user or a common server in
centralized or decentralized architecture respectively, the
Amplify and forward (AF) in which the relay transmits the
signal obtained from the transmitter without any processing
achieved full diversity [4]. In [5] the AF is been used in two
cognitive user scenario, where each user considered as a relay for other user signal in the next time slot, the scheme
show a reduction in detection time and increase agility.
In cooperative sensing architectures, the control channel
can be implemented using different methodologies. These
include a dedicated band, unlicensed band such as ISM, and
underlay ultra wide band (UWB) system [6]. In order to
minimize communication overhead, different quantization of
the local obtained signal is introduced. It was shown that two
or three bits quantization was most appropriate without noticeable loss in the performance [7]. In [8] a hard decision
(binary quantization) is proposed for arbitrary large node
population. However, the total number of sensing bits transmitted to the central is still very huge.
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Further to minimize reporting bandwidth a two level
quantization method was recently proposed in [9], the
method identify the users with a reliable information only to
report a binary decision (0,1) to the common server as shown
in Fig. (1b), however the method reduce the number of reporting bits but with a degradation in sensing performance
Their result show that misdetection probability Pm is degraded by the imperfect channel and the false alarm probability P f is bounded by the reporting error probability. This
means that spectrum sensing cannot be successfully conducted when the desired P f smaller than the bound P f . If
the channels between cognitive users and the central server
are perfect the local decision will send to central server
without error, in practice, the reporting channels may experience fading which will deteriorate the performance of the
cooperative spectrum sensing. A cluster based method was
proposed in [10] where the most favorable user in each cluster is selected to report to central server, the method improved the sensing performance comparing to conventional
sensing.
In this paper, we propose a reporting scheme that auto
correct the error in the sensing results reported to the central
server. By allowing only the users with detection information to report their local detection result to the central Server,
the Server will know that whatever signal it receive from a
cognitive users it mean a detection of a primary user (local
decision 1), if it receive an error signal due to imperfect reporting channel it auto correct it to 1. The method has two
advantages: it reduces the number of the reporting bits and it
corrects the error in reporting signal. Further the scheme
avoids the need of a decision fusion method at the central
server. The sensing and detection of primary users was
evaluated that insure the method does not degrade the sens-
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ing performance and the algorithm act as it has a perfect reporting channel.
The rest of this paper is organized as fellow. In section II
proposed the auto correction reporting scheme and discusses
the system model. Section III analyzes the performance of
cooperative sensing for the scheme, and the simulation result
is shown. Section IV concludes the paper.
SYSTEM MODEL
In this proposed model, every cognitive user conduct a
local sensing and if a primary user detected, a hard decision
‘1’ is sent to central server, other wise no action is taken, If
the server receives a local decision ‘0’ due to imperfect reporting channel, according to a pre-knowledge, it is able to
auto correct the reported error, to make it ‘1’.
For simplicity energy detection based sensing is assumed
for the local sensing method where the output of the integrator, Q , is compared with a threshold,  , to decide the presence of a primary user.
If Q exceed the threshold, a reporting decision, R , is
taken and binary decision ‘1’ is sent to central server otherwise “no report” decision, R  , is taken. This is given by:

0 Q <  R 
R=
1 Q >  R

(1)

The considered system model of our interest is shown in
Fig. (1a).

2
2
(2 )
where m is the time bandwidth product. X 2m
and X 2m
represents the central and non-central chi-square distribution
with 2m degree of freedom respectively and 2 non centrality parameter for the later. The SNR  is exponentially
distributed with mean value  for Rayleigh fading channel.

K
Assume
that
the
receiver
receives
(where K = 0,1,......, N ) out of N local decision 1 reported
form the cognitive users. The final decision H at the server
is done based on K. if the server receives any local decision
1 or 0 a final decision H = 1 is taken. If no local decision is
reported to the server, then a final decision H = 0 is taken.
H is given by
1 K  1
H =
0 K = 0

(3)

Let K  denote the normalize average number of reporting bits

K =

K avg
N

(4)

where N is the maximum number of reporting bits (for
maximum N users in the system).
If R K represents that K cognitive users has reported,
then the number of users without report is N  K can be represented as R N  K . This can be modeled as:

P { RK } = 1  P {Q <  }

(5)

P { RN  K } = P {Q <  }

(6)

Further, let P0 = P{H 0 }, P1 = P{H 1 }. Then the average
number of reporting bits is:
N
 N
K avg = P0  K   P { RN  K H 0 }
 K
K =0
N
 N
+ P1  K   P { RK H 1 }
 K
K =0

K  = 1  P0 R0  P1 R1

(7)
(8)

Where R0 , R1 represent the probability of ‘no report’
under hypothesis H 0 , H 1 respectively.
Fig. (1). (a) Auto_correction reporting method with one threshold
for the ith user, (b) Censoring detection method with bi-thresholds
for the ith user.

Following the work of [11], where the white noise and
the signal term are modeled as zero mean Gaussian random
variable, the decision metric R of the energy detector follows the following distribution:

 X
R ~  22 m
 X 2 m (2 )
2

H 0 , R
H1 , R

(2)

R0 = P {Q <  H 0 } , R1 = P {Q <  H 1 }

(9)

From equation (8) it can be shown that, the normalized
average number of reporting bits K  is always smaller than
1.
PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
If the channel between the cognitive users and the central
server are perfect, and a full reporting is employed, the detection probability, Pd , the false alarm probability, Pf , and
the misdetection probability, Pm , are given by [10] as:
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N

Pd = 1   (1  Pd,k ),

(10)

k =1
N

(

(18)

= 1  Pd

(19)

and

)

Pf = 1   1  Pf ,k ,
k =1

= 1 0

(11)

and
N

Pm =  Pm,k

(12)

k=1

Pm

From the above, it can be observed that the performance
of cooperative sensing is not degraded due to imperfect reporting channel, the method auto-corrects the reporting error
and thus create virtual perfect reporting for an imperfect
channel

where Pd , k , P f , k , Pm, k are the detection probability, the false

SIMULATION RESULTS

alarm probability, and the misdetection probability for the
k th cognitive user, respectively.

Simulation results are presented in this section to demonstrate the performance of cooperative spectrum sensing under auto correction reporting scheme and provide a comparison with the existing method, the results of the conventional
method and the censoring method with quantization (with
probability of fail sensing equal to 0.001) [9] are given for a
comparison.

Under Rayleigh fading,  , would have an exponential distribution. In this case, the Cumulative Distribution Function
(CDF) of collected energy, Q , under hypothesis H 0 , H 1 is


F ( ) = 
0

 
  m,
 2 ,
f (Q H 0 ) dQ = 1 
 (m)

(13)

and


G (  ) =  f (Q H 1 )dQ

Fig. (2) shows that in the proposed method the normalized average reporting bits has been decreased compared to
the conventional method [9], and the two levels quantization
method showing its efficiency. The censoring method creates
a loss in the probability of false alarm due to the large ‘No
decision’ region.
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The simulation assumptions are as follows: the number
of cognitive user is 10 users in the system, the average SNR
between the primary user and any cognitive user is 10 dB,
and P0 = 0.5.

m1

k

(14)

Then R0 , R1 can be written as:

R0 = F( ),

R1 = G( )

. are incomplete and complete gamma
Where (. , .), ()
functions respectively [12].
In case K = 0 , no report is sent to the server, that is, no
primary user is active in the frequency band. Let  0 ,  1
denote the probability of ‘no report’ under hypothesis H 0 , H 1 , respectively.

 0 = P { K = 0 H 0 } = ( R0 )
1 = P { K = 0 H 1 } = ( R1 )

N

N

(15)
(16)

Fig. (2). The normalized average number of sensing bits K  vs. Pf ,
N = 10, and SNR=10 dB.

Here the detection probability Pd , the false alarm probability Pf and the misdetection probability Pm are given as
follows:

{

Pd = P H = 1, K  1 H 1

}

= 1  1

{

Pf = P H = 1, K  1 H 0

method.
(17)

}

Fig. (3) illustrates the cooperative spectrum sensing performance of complementary receiver operating characteristic
(ROC) ( p m vs. p f ) of the, for the different reporting
The curves for the auto correction reporting scheme and
conventional method (assuming perfect reporting channel for
the conventional method) are the same which means there is
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no or unobserved performance loss for spectrum sensing
reporting due to fading in reporting channel, which justify
the analysis given in section III.

Fig. (4). Pm vs. K’ for Pf =0.0001, 0.001,0.005, N = 10, SNR=10dB.

CONCLUSIONS
As far as the cognitive network grows, the coordination
algorithm should have reduced protocol overhead. To decrease the average number of reporting bits for cooperative
spectrum sensing in cognitive radio network a reporting
method with auto error correction scheme is proposed here.
It is shown that the method is reduced the average number of
reported bits compared to the available existing method
showing its superiority.
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